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Abstract
Next generation sequencing supports extensive single nucleotide 

polymorphism (SNP) analysis owing to its comprehensive sequencing 
capacity. In the present study, a number of 20 parent–child pairs 
and 17 full siblings were genotyped for SNPs taken from the HID-
Ion AmpliSeqTM Identity Panel, which includes 90 sites on autosomal 
chromosomes. Kinship analyses of parent–child pairs and full siblings 
were carried out using the combined likelihood ratio principle based 
on the product rule. Eight SNPs (rs7520386, rs876724, rs7704770, rs214955, 
rs727811, rs6955448, rs445251, and rs1523537) were eliminated because 
of lower depth and allelic imbalance. The combined likelihood ratio 
values of 82 sites ranged from 1.15 × 103 to 1.26 × 108 for parent–child 
(n = 20), and from 1.00 × 102 to 9.40 × 1010 for full siblings (n = 17). To 
evaluate the likelihood ratio distribution more precisely, genotypes 
were constructed for 10,000 simulated parent–child pairs and full 
siblings based on allelic frequencies in the Japanese population. As 
the definitive threshold, likelihood ratio values of less than 1000 were 
found for 165 (1.7%) parent–child pairs and 243 (2.4%) full siblings. In 
two inconclusive cases of short tandem repeat analysis, the addition 
of SNP assays provided conclusive results. Better estimation power 
was achieved using the set of 82 sites than that in the conventional 
IdentifilerTM system. Because of the benefits of analyzing degraded 
samples present in small DNA quantities, the Ion PGMTM system will be 
favored to obtain informative SNP markers in forensic analyses.

Abbreviations 

STR: Short Tandem Repeat; SNP: Single Nucleotide 
Polymorphism; NGS: Next Generation Sequencing; LD: Linkage 
Disequilibrium; LR: Likelihood Ratio; CLR: Combined Likelihood 
ratio; ERSA: Estimation of Recent Shared Ancestry; CODIS: 
Combined DNA Index System.

Introduction
For kinship estimation in forensic fields, the analyses of divergent 

short tandem repeat (STR) have been conducted preferentially. Several 
commercial kits for fragment analysis of up to 15–23 loci in a single 
PCR tube, designated as multiplex systems, have been developed. 
High sensitivity assays that can be carried out with as little as 1 ng of 
template DNA, and the small amplified DNA products, mostly less 
than 340 bp, have been effective for analysis of degraded materials, 
such as bone and human remains [1]. However, STR analysis entails 
some shortcomings such as high mutation rates and stutter peaks in 
electropherograms. The bi-allelic markers of SNPs do not share these 
complications; however, because SNPs are not as polymorphic as 
STRs, more SNPs must be used to achieve equivalent identification 
power. Moreover, when various SNPs are examined, genetic linkage 
on the same chromosome may also become problematic.

The important difference contrasting the two types of STR 
and SNP markers resides in the respective mutation rates. Because 
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tetranucleotide STRs are frequently mutated, with estimates on the 
order of 10-3 per generation [2], even true parent–child relationships 
will display one inconsistency among 40–50 cases in 15 STR loci 
examined in conventional multiplex systems [3]. In contrast, SNPs 
have negligible mutation rates on the order of 10-8 per nucleotide site 
[4]. With regard to kinship analysis, this feature is the major reason 
for application of SNP analysis in personal identification [5].

Several systems have been developed for SNP genotyping, 
including DNA microarray chips. In the early phase of development 
of next generation sequencing (NGS) technologies, the error rates 
were too high to meet the standards required for forensic casework 
[6]. However, currently available NGS instruments serve to detect 
nucleotide substitutions with high precision owing to their massive 
sequencing capacity. Among several instruments, the Ion PGMTM 
system operates with a small amount of DNA, as little as 1 ng, which is 
expected to be compatible with conventional STR multiplex systems 
[7]. 

The HID-Ion AmpliSeqTM Identity Panel is a new SNP-tying 
system developed by the Life Technologies Inc. based on Ion Torrent 
PGM platform, which the main purpose is to provide a solution 
for human identification, especially for complicated or degraded 
samples. The HID-Ion AmpliSeqTM Identity Panel contains 90 SNPs 
on autosomal chromosomes and 34 SNPs on the Y-chromosome, but 
its application value in the kinship analysis has rarely been estimated. 
Therefore, the purpose of this study is to evaluate the application 
value of the system in kinship analysis.

In this study, we conducted kinship analyses of parent–child pairs 
and full siblings from genotypes determined using the Ion PGMTM 
system.

Materials and Methods
Samples

DNA was extracted from buccal swabs of volunteers of relatives 
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with written informed consent prior to experimentation. In eight 
cases, we used the blood and nails of unidentified deceased at forensic 
autopsy. A total of 37 Japanese families, consisting of 20 parent–child 
pairs and 17 full siblings, were analyzed. The total of 74 specimens 
consisted of 56 male and 18 female. Additionally, we separately 
selected two earlier inconclusive cases having one inconsistent locus 
in IdentifilerTM analysis. This project was approved by the Ethics 
Committee of Tokai University School of Medicine.

Construction of genotypes for 90 SNPs by simulation

Genotypes were assumed for 10,000 parent–child pairs and 
full siblings using simulations conducted with a Microsoft Excel 
algorithm (2010; Microsoft Corp.), as described previously [8]. 
Briefly, the assumed genotypes of 20,000 unrelated individuals were 
constructed at 90 SNPs on autosomal chromosomes according to 
allele frequencies in the Japanese population, obtained from the 
JSNP database (http://snp.ims.u-tokyo.ac.jp/). After the 10,000 sets 
of two individuals as putative matings of randomized combinations 
were chosen, genotypes of the offspring were determined by means of 
random selection of one of the four possible combinations.

SNP genotyping using NGS

DNA libraries were constructed using an Ion AmpliSeqTM Library 
Kit 2.0 (Life Technologies Inc.) in conjunction with an HID-Ion 
AmpliSeqTM Identity Panel (Life Technologies). Then, DNA of 5 ng 

was added to each reaction, except in the sensitivity experiment. 
PCR proceeded under the following protocol: 2 min at 99 °C, 18 
cycles of 15 s at 99 °C, and 4 min at 60 °C, and a final hold at 10 
°C. FuPa reagent of 2 µL (Life Technologies) was then added to the 
reaction mixture to digest excess PCR primers and the ends of PCR 
products. After libraries were barcoded using Ion Xpress Barcode 
Adapters (Life Technologies), a total of Switch Solution (4 µL), 
adapter mixture (2 µL), and DNA Ligase (2 µL) were added to the 
libraries, followed by incubation at 22 °C for 30 min and 72 °C for 10 
min. Libraries were purified using Agencourt AMPure XP reagents 
(Beckman Coulter Inc.), and PCR amplification was performed with 
the addition of Platinum PCR SuperMix High Fidelity (50 µL) and 
Library Amplification Primer Mix (2 µL) at 98 °C for 2 min, followed 
by five cycles of 15 s at 98 °C and 1 min at 64°C. After purification, 
the libraries were quantified using an Agilent High Sensitivity DNA 
Kit (Agilent Technologies Inc.), and pooled to a concentration of 100 
pM.

Emulsion PCR (emPCR) was performed on an OneTouch 2 
device (Life Technologies). The emPCR products were concentrated 
using an Ion OneTouch Enrichment System (Life Technologies) with 
an Ion PGMTM Template OT2 200 Kit (Life Technologies) following 
the manufacturer’s protocol. Sequencing was performed on an Ion 
PGMTM instrument settled with a 314 or 316 chip with Ion PGMTM 
Sequencing 200 Kit v2 reagents. The chip sizes varied depending on 
the number of samples. The final call of genotypes was obtained using 
the HID SNP Genotyper v4.3 plugin.

As a series of sensitivity experiments, genotyping was performed 
at the initial input DNA doses of 0.5, 1, 5, and 10 ng.

Linkage analysis

Allele frequencies were derived from the profiled data of 
37 unrelated Japanese individuals in addition to 104 Japanese 
individuals deposited in the 1000 Genomes project, available at 
http://www.1000genomes.org/ [9]. However, the database did not 
cover the whole 90 SNPs. For the uncovered three sites of rs876724, 
rs1015250 and rs938283, we utilized the JSNP database (http://snp.
ims.u-tokyo.ac.jp/) which is comprised of 152 subjects. Regarding 
SNPs on the same chromosome, linkage disequilibrium (LD), as D’ 
and r2, was calculated using the Haploview ver.4.2 algorithm, which is 

Chromosome Number Accession number of SNP

1 7 rs1490413, rs7520386, rs4847034, rs560681, 
rs10495407, rs891700, rs1413212

2 5 rs876724, rs1109037, rs993934, rs12997453, 
rs907100

3 5 rs1357617, rs4364205, rs1872575, rs1355366, 
rs6444724

4 3 rs2046361, rs6811238, rs1979255

5 5 rs717302, rs159606, rs7704770, rs251934, rs338882

6 3 rs13218440, rs214955, rs727811

7 4 rs6955448, rs917118, rs321198, rs737681

8 3 rs10092491, rs4288409, rs2056277

9 5 rs1015250, rs7041158, rs1463729, rs1360288, 
rs10776839

10 5 rs826472, rs735155, rs3780962, rs740598, rs964681

11 4 rs1498553, rs901398, rs10488710, rs2076848

12 3 rs2269355, rs2111980, rs10773760

13 4 rs1335873, rs1886510, rs1058083, rs354439

14 4 rs1454361, rs722290, rs873196, rs4530059

15 3 rs2016276, rs1821380, rs1528460

16 4 rs729172, rs2342747, rs430046, rs1382387

17 4 rs9905977, rs740910, rs938283, rs2292972

18 4 rs1493232, rs9951171, rs1736442, rs1024116

19 2 rs719366, rs576261

20 4 rs1031825, rs445251, rs1005533, rs1523537

21 5 rs722098, rs2830795, rs2831700, rs914165, rs221956

22 4 rs733164, rs987640, rs2040411, rs1028528

Total 90

Table 1: Chromosomes and number of detected SNPs

The eight excluded sites are italicized. Two sites that were also identified in 
other studies [14,16] are underlined.
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Figure 1: Plot of LD (r2) to genetic distance of SNP pairs on the same 
chromosome (n = 151).
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available at http://www.broadinstitute.org/haploview/haploview [10]. 
According to the procedure by Sallam and Martsch, LD (r2) values 
were plotted to physical distance of each SNP pair that was available 
from database of the National Center for Biotechnology Information 
web site (http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/) [11]. Moreover, P value for 
LD was obtained using Genepop version 4.2. Linkage disequilibrium 
algorithm(http://genepop.curtin.edu.au/genepop_op2.html), 
accompanied by Bonferroni correction, with the significance level of 
0.05.

Estimation of kinship

Statistical weighting of the evidence for genetic relatedness was 
evaluated using the likelihood ratio (LR) principle under two case 
scenarios: parent–child (H1) versus unrelated individuals (H2), and 
full siblings (H1) versus unrelated individuals (H2). For instance, 
if two individuals had the same genotype of (F,G), then the LR was 
represented as the following formula under the alternative hypothesis,

LR = P(F,G|H1) / P(F,G|H2)

For calculations, the LR for each SNP locus was obtained by 
dividing the joint probability assuming the two individuals were 
relatives (H1) by that assuming the two individuals were unrelated 

(H2) [8]. For the present study, duo analysis rather than trio analysis 
was performed for the parent–child relationship. The formulae for 
LR values are described elsewhere [12,13]. For all sets of SNP loci, the 
combined LR (CLR) was calculated by multiplying LRs based on the 
product rule. We considered cases in which the CLR value was over 
1000 or 10,000 to be related [13,14]. 

Results
Amount of input DNA

To examine the minimum DNA amount for application in NGS 
assays using the Ion PGMTM system, SNP genotyping was started 
using 0.5, 1, 5, or 10 ng DNA in duplication. The series of experiments 
revealed that every locus showed identical genotype calls as long as 
the final concentration of each library was adjusted to 100 pM.

Linkage analysis

 Table 1 presents the accession numbers of the 90 examined 
SNPs and their chromosomal location. In LD values obtained from 
141 unrelated Japanese individuals, r2 values are plotted to the 
physical distance of SNP pairs (n = 151) on the same chromosome 
(Figure 1). The maximal value of D’ was 0.55 between rs9905977 and 
rs740910 on chromosome 17. All pairs of SNPs showed >0.05 of the 

Figure 2: Box plots of read coverages recorded at the 90 examined SNPs from distinct samples of six individuals. The data for SNPs in the Y-chromosome were 
eliminated.

Figure 3: Percentage of major allelic reads in heterozygotes. Imbalance was judged based on the threshold of more than 65% (solid line).

http://www.broadinstitute.org/haploview/haploview
http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/
http://genepop.curtin.edu.au/genepop_op2.html
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P value, accompanied by Bonferroni correction, except for re1821380 
and re1528460 (P = 0.03) on chromosome 15. Because no pairs of 
adjacent SNPs showed apparent linkage except one, we treated each 
SNP as an independent inheritance for the following analyses.

Exclusion of subjective SNPs

Next, we compared coverage rates among the detected SNPs, with 
two patterns of six profiles for one individual, and six profiles from 
distinct individuals, as shown in Figure 2. However, no differences 
were observed between the two groups. The lowest median coverage 
of 350 at rs876724 was lower than the mean of around 590 at SNPs on 
the mono-chromosomal Y-chromosome. Because the lower coverage 
tended to result from allelic imbalance during NGS reactions, the 
ratio of allelic reads in heterozygotes was compared (Figure 3). Allelic 
imbalance was observed in a subtotal of eight SNPs (rs7520386, 
rs876724, rs7704770, rs214955, rs727811, rs6955448, rs445251, and 
rs1523537). The rs876724, which had the poorest depth, revealed 
predominant detection of one allele; however, detection of the others 
was not always related to their corresponding coverage level. These 
eight SNPs were eliminated from this series of experiments because 
of ambiguity in heterozygote detection.

Application to parent-child relation

The NGS data from 82 SNP loci were applied to 20 duo cases of 
parent–child pairs. When the weight of evidence was calculated as 
relative LR values under the alternative hypotheses, the CLR values 
were 1.15 × 103 to 1.26 × 108 with a mean of 8.31 × 106 (Figure 4), which 
provided decisive values in favor of relatedness in all cases. Moreover, 
no inconsistencies that were assumed to be mutational events and 
null alleles were detected. To evaluate the CLR distribution more 
precisely, 10,000 parent–child sets were constructed by simulation, 
for which the distribution was compatible with the observed cases. As 
definitive criteria of CLR thresholds, those less than 1000 counted to 
166 (1.7%). Those less than 10,000 counted to 798 (8.0%).

Application to full siblings

The assay was further applied to 17 pairwise cases of full siblings. 
As portrayed in Figure 5, the CLR values ranged 1.00 × 102 to 9.40 × 
1010 with a mean of 5.63 × 108. To ensure the distribution precisely, 
10,000 sets of full siblings were constructed by simulation as well, 
of which the distribution was compatible with that in the observed 
cases. As definitive criterion of CLR thresholds, those of less than 
1000 were observed in 243 (2.4%) cases, and those of less than 10,000 
were in 821 (8.2%) cases.

Assessing relationships with inconclusive STR cases

One expected application of SNP data is to supplement 
inconclusive STR analyses. In a previous parent–child analysis, two 
cases of a single inconsistency in 15 STR loci analysis were encountered 
using the IdentifilerTM kit at D2S1338 in case #1 and at D19S433 in 
case #2. CLRs in the STR analysis did not lead to a conclusive result, 
but the addition of the SNP assay yielded high values (Table 2). 

Discussion
In addition to conventional paternity tests, kinship analyses 

based on parent–child and full sibling relationships have been applied 
for indirect personal identification of a victim using bones and other 

tissues. In this study, we performed kinship analysis using parent–
child pairs and full siblings from genotypes determined using the Ion 
PGM system. Our results provide important insights into the utility 
of NGS systems and multiplex PCR in forensic analysis of SNPs and 
STRs. 

The Ion PGMTM system provides high-sensitivity analysis but 
yields a limited number of sequence reads compared with that of 
other NGS systems. In this study, SNP genotyping was performed 
using as little as 0.5 ng of the DNA template, suggesting that the 
sensitivity was compatible with that of conventional STR multiplex 
systems. Consistent with this, Eduardolf et al. performed sensitivity 
analysis using the Ion PGMTM system, and demonstrated that 90–95% 
of SNP genotypes could be obtained, even from 25–100 pg of input 
DNA [15]. Thus, our data suggested that kinship analysis using NGS 
can achieve such personal identification from degraded materials that 
are present only in small quantities.

The suitability of the SNPs within HID-Ion AmpliSeqTM Identity 
Panel, which is a mixture of two distinct panels, similar to the SNP 

Figure 4: Expected distribution of CLR (bar; n = 10,000) and observed 
distribution (broken line; n = 20) from data of 82 SNP sites in parent–child 
duo cases.

Figure 5: Expected distribution of CLR (bar; n = 10,000) and observed 
distribution (broken line; n = 17) from data of 82 SNP sites in paired full 
siblings.
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for ID Consortium, has not yet been evaluated NGS genotyping [16]. 
Additionally, there are several problems with this panel, such as large 
coverage variance, which may affect the mistyping of heterozygotes. 
In the present study, eight SNPs were eliminated from the 90 SNPs 
included in the panel. Similarly, Børsting et al. excluded eight SNPs 
from analysis of an Iraqi population group, three of which were also 
excluded in our panel [17]. Only rs1523537 was common in both 
studies, and the other four excluded SNPs differed. Eduardolf et 
al. reported excluding 25 SNPs (14.8%) from 165 SNPs in the new 
version of the HID-Ion AmpliSeqTM Identity Panel; of these 25 SNPs, 
two (rs727811 and rs1523537) were also excluded SNPs from our 
study. The reasons for the differences among these studies are not 
known. The choice of examined SNPs remains an important issue 
related to genome-wide analyses.

In the HID-Ion AmpliSeqTM Identity Panel, two to seven SNPs are 
selected for each chromosome. The product rule is applicable when 
the SNPs are inherited independently. In general, two loci must be 
distant by over 50 cM as the genetic distance, corresponding to 50 
Mb as the physical distance, in order to ensure full recombination 
and therefore independent inheritance [18]. Although several pairs 
of these SNPs were closer than this minimum distance, the SNPs 
were not significantly linked as far as judged by P values, except for 
rs1821380 and rs1528460. In general, linkage is likely to have only a 
limited effect on relatedness calculations in short pedigrees [19]. 

Several methods can be used to infer kinship from SNP data. 
For instance, a simple degree of pairwise allele sharing under a 
putative LD value, such as a marker like (pie-hat), serves as a rough 
estimation of kinship based on data from approximately a half 
million SNPs from microarrays [20]. Furthermore, the estimation of 
recent shared ancestry (ERSA) analyzes kinship from the length and 
number of pairwise shared chromosomal segments [21]. Reportedly, 
a reliable result is obtainable using this ERSA method. In contrast, 
LR evaluation has been utilized by forensic researchers for several 
decades, stemming from the era of blood group typing before DNA 
analysis was prevalent. In LR evaluation, the estimation power of 
one divergent STR is equivalent to that of 4–5 bi-allelic SNPs [5,22]. 
In the early days, paternity results were considered decisive, having 
greater than 0.998 probability of paternity index, which is known as 
Hummel’s decision. However, since DNA analysis has become widely 
used, the threshold has been raised to over 1000 or 10,000 [13,14].

Kinship analyses for the two relationships using a total of 82 
SNPs produced a wide range of CLR values. As mentioned earlier, a 
definitive threshold for CLR has not been established clearly in this 
study, we tentatively selected the values of 1000 and 10,000. CLR 
values of less than 1000 and 10,000 were observed respectively in 
1.7% and 8.0% of cases in the simulation data for the parent–child 
relationship. In a comparison of the CLR distribution with those of 

several STR kits, the estimation power of 82 SNP sites was better than 
that of the conventional IdentifilerTM system consisting of 15 STR loci 
[23]. Pinto et al. demonstrated additional simulation data of 100 SNP 
sites in constant allelic frequencies, of which LR distributions found 
in their study were consistent with that found in the present study 
[12].

For the full sibling relationship, results less than 1000 and 10,000 
were observed in 2.4% and 8.2% of cases, respectively. The estimation 
power seemed much better than STR analysis of the 15 markers, in 
which results of less than 1000 were observed in approximately 30% 
of cases [23]. The reason for this high analytic power in full siblings 
remains unknown, but we inferred that sharing of identical genotypes 
between siblings may occur more often in the bi-allelic markers of 
SNPs than in divergent STRs.

The 13 STR loci defined by the Federal Bureau of Investigation 
as the Combined DNA Index System (CODIS) have been used 
for personal identification internationally for about two decades. 
An option for the future would be to replace the STRs with more 
informative SNP markers derived from mass-scale sequencing of 
NGS. However, this type of change would be complicated by the 
fact that existing forensic databases are based on STR profiles, and 
SNP analysis could not easily replace the CODIS [3]. The defaults 
associated with STR analysis, such as high mutation rates and the 
presence of the stutter band, are apparent. Moreover, the benefits of 
SNP analysis using NGS, including the ability to analyze degraded 
samples present in small quantities and the generation of larger 
amounts of data related to substitution calls, support the replacement 
of STRs with SNPs for forensic analyses [24].

Moreover, the result for SNPs on Y-chromosome is not shown in 
the present report because the evaluative procedure is distinct from 
that of autosomal SNPs. The Y-haplotype was likely to be helpful for 
kinship estimation as well.

In conclusion, NGS using the Ion PGMTM system was successfully 
applied to kinship analysis. Our results provide insights into the 
utility of NGS systems in forensic analysis. The high sensitivity and 
fidelity in SNP genotyping will be beneficial for forensic applications. 
However, further trials and optimization are needed to establish 
standard operating procedures for forensic laboratories.
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